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Launch Sale: FREE to borrow with Kindle Unlimited for a limited time only, 99c to keep! Be quick! It

was the BWWM romance that was never really meant to happen. But it did... When Aleisha

Kingston, an African-American single mother of twins, landed a job as an associate in New York

City she felt like her dreams were finally starting to come true. Then her boss, Kyle Drake walked

into the room and she had confirmation that things really were looking good. And when sparks

started flying between the two of them, they both soon discovered just how much passion there was

beneath their cool professional exteriors. But could two people from such wildly different

backgrounds ever last in the long term? Especially when dark family secrets emerge and shocking

truths begin to come to light... This is a steamy romance full of drama, twists and turns. If you want a

book that will keep you reading till the end then this is it. Download now and enjoy!
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This story is quite different. Kyle is the father of Aleisha's twins, which she doesn't know this, but

Kyle does. Their story has chemistry and drama, and the readers can feel the turmoil of these two

characters. Due to the lack of communication between Kyle and Aleisha they almost lose out on an



extraordinary love. Great story!

Aleisha a lawyer who decided to start her family non-traditionally, Kyle, a successful and rich lawyer,

their working relationship gets personal, but alas a family secret is going to make their HEA

potentially a total wreck or it will make it stronger. Loved this story and the characters.

Truly a different story line. I never saw the way it ended going in that direction. Truly loved this book

I'm left with more questions, the characters weren't fully developed. The story felt rushed (both

stories). Not a fan of the rushed HEA!

Lived this book.

The Endings were abrupt and left some unanswered questions but still good read!I would

recommend for quick short read.

It was a okay book. I like how there was interaction between them. I like how they actually work

together before and not jump into bed right away. I don't like how she never told him that her Ex was

coming around to try and get her back and I don't like not knowing how his Ex react after signing

over her company only for him to get engage. I want her ex to know that she got engageI don't like

how he set out to meet her very stalker like behaviour I don't like how they become engage and her

sister and grandmother have not meet him yet. I just don't like how the book ended. there wasn't

any much description of the character and I never understand why such a big law firm and they

don't seems to have an investigator or I'm being a big shot lawyer who always settle out of court

should have a really good investigator. It can readBonus book.The Billionaire's Arranged TwinsThe

main characters just come across as stupids

What an interesting story. I loved the plot, I read all of this story before I put it down. The ending left

me with a lot of unanswered questions but I really enjoyed the read. I am a huge fan of this author

so she did not disappoint me with this story. I could actually see the characters as I read about

them. Kyle was so determined to be a part of his kids life and I was very impressed about the way

he went about it....he was so cool. : > ) Aleisle was clueless. Great writing and I would recommend

this book to others In my opinion this is a best seller.
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